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INTRODUCTION

To the Purchaser

Illustrations

All products are designed to give safe, dependable
service if they are operated and maintained per
instructions. Read and understand this manual
before operation.
This manual has been prepared to assist the owner
and operators in the safe operation and suitable
maintenance of the equipment. The information
was applicable to products at the time of
manufacture and does not include modifications
made afterwards.
Read and understand this operator’s manual
before attempting to put equipment into service.
Familiarize yourself with the operating instructions
and all the safety recommendations contained in
this manual and those labeled on the equipment
and on the skid steer. Follow the safety
recommendations and make sure that those with
whom you work follow them.

The illustrations may not necessarily
reproduce the full detail and the exact
shape of the parts or depict the actual
models as they are intended for reference
only.

Direction Reference
All references to right and left, forward or
rearward, are from the operator’s seat,
facing the steering wheel.

Serial Plate

MODEL NUMBER

SERIAL NUMBER

MADE IN THE USA

For your records, please record the model number and the serial number of your equipment and skid steer. It is
also advisable to supply them to your insurance company. It will be helpful in the event that an equipment or
skid steer is lost or stolen.

SKID STEER

IMPLEMENT

MODEL:
SERIAL NUMBER:
DATE OF PURCHASE:
DEALER NAME:_________________________________________________________________________
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DO NOT OPERATE THE BREAKER UNLESS THE FOLLOWING SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS HAVE
BEEN THOROUGHLY READ AND UNDERSTOOD!
READ THIS MANUAL BEFORE INSTALLING, OPERATING OR MAINTAINING THIS EQUIPMENT!

∎ Flying debris from the Breaker, Breaker tool, rock or other material may cause serious
or fatal injury to the operator. Personal protection equipment (PPE) must be used.
Never operate the Breaker when bystanders are in the work area.

∎ On some machines/carriers, the Breaker can enter the operator’s compartment.
Make sure that suitable impact shields are used when operating the Breaker with this
type of equipment.

∎ Do not operate the Breaker unless all safety decals described in this manual are in place.
The decals must be inspected periodically to ensure that all wording is legible.
The decals must be replaced if illegible. Replacement decals can be obtained from
SkidPro Attachments.

∎ When operating the Breaker, ear, eye, and breathing protection must be used at all times.

∎ The Breaker will become very hot during the operation. Allow some time for the Breaker
to cool down before touching Breaker parts.
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1. Safety Precautions
∎ This manual contains safety, operation, and routine maintenance instructions. It does not contain
assembly and disassembly service procedure instructions.

Serious injury or death could result from the improper repair or service of
hydraulic Breakers.

∎ SkidPro Attachments Breaker will provide safe and dependable service if when operated in accordance
with the instructions contained in this manual.
∎ Read and understand the manual, as well as any decals or Tags which are attached to the Breaker
before operation. Failure to do so could result in personal injury or equipment damage.
∎ Operate the Breaker in accordance with all laws and regulations which affects you, your equipment, and
the work site.
∎ Do not operate the Breaker until you have read the carrier equipment manual and thoroughly
understood all safety requirements, operations and maintenance instructions.
∎ Ensure that all maintenance procedures recommended in this manual are completed before using the
equipment.
∎ The operator must not operate the Breaker or carrier if any people are found within the working zone
where they may be injured by flying debris or movement of the equipment
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∎ Know the limitation of your equipment.
∎ Establish a training program for all operators to ensure safe operation.
∎ Do not operate the Breaker unless thoroughly trained or under the supervision of an instructor.
∎ Get used to the carrier machine controls before operating the carrier and the Breaker.
∎ While learning about the Breaker and the carrier, please do so at a slow pace. If necessary, set.
the carrier mode selector to slow working position.
∎ Make sure all controls (levers and pedals) are in neutral position before starting the carrier.
∎ Before leaving the carrier, always lower the boom and ensure the carrier is stable. Never leave
the machine when the engine is running. Always engage the parking Brake.
∎ Stop the engine before attempting to make any repairs, adjustments, or servicing to either the
carrier or the Breaker. SkidPro Recommends disengaging hydraulics whenever possible
∎ Do not operate the Breaker at oil temperature above 175°F. Operation at higher temperatures can
damage the internal components of the Breaker and as well as the carrier machine and will result in subpar Breaker performance.
∎ Do not operate the Breaker in severe conditions where this is found to be damage, leaking, improperly
adjusted, or an incompletely assembled Breaker.
∎ Do not modify the Breaker in any manner without prior consent from Skid-Pro.
∎ Use only the Breaker tools which are manufactured by SkidPro Attachments. Using the Breaker tools
produced by another manufacturer may damage the equipment and will void the warranty.
∎ To avoid personal injury or equipment damage, all Breaker repair, maintenance and service should
only be performed by the authorized and properly trained personnel Unless stated otherwise by Skid-Pro.
∎ If you do not understand how to operate your Breaker, contact SkidPro Attachments for assistance.
∎ Do not operate this equipment if you are taking medication which may affect your mental
judgment or physical performance.
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∎ Warning sticker

Hearing Protection

Eye Protection

Breathing

Read the manual

Protection

before use

∎ Safety symbols - Safety symbols are to emphasize all operator, maintenance, and repair action, which,
if not strictly followed, could result in a life-threatening situation, bodily injury or damage to equipment.
Always observe safety symbols. They are symbols for your safety and for the protection of the tool.

This safety symbol may
appear on the Breaker. It is
used to alert the operator
of an action that could
place him/her or other in a
life threatening situation.

This safety symbol appears in
these instructions to identify
an action that could cause
bodily injury to the operator
or other personnel.

This safety symbol appears in
these instructions to identify
an action or condition that
could result in damage to
the Breaker or other
equipment.

∎ Greasing sticker

GREASING
1. With Breaker mounted on carrier, apply down pressure on tool.
2. Grease tool at start and every 2-3 hours of use
3. Grease approximately 5-10 pumps, do not over grease
4. When installing a new tool, liberally coat the upper 1/3 of the tool
with grease before inserting
5. Failure to comply with these instructions can result in damage to the
Breaker and will void the warranty
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2. Technical Specification
Description

Model: SP-750
lb

8818 ~15432

ton

4~7

lb

882

kg

400

gal/min

10.6 ~18.5

l/min

40~70

psi

2418

bar

170

psi

1565 ~1991

bar

110~140

Ft-lbs

750

joule

1015

Kg-m

105

Impact Rate

bpm

500~900

Hose Diameter

inch

3/4"

dB

109

inch

2.7

mm

68

Suitable Carrier Machine

Operating Weight

Required Oil Flow

Setting Pressure

Operating Pressure

Impact Energy

Noise Level
(Box type)
Tool
Diameter

* The specifications are subject to change without prior notice for quality enhancements.
* Operating weight is assumed to include mounting cap, pin set and tool AEM regulation
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3. Preparation for Installation & Operation
(1) Checking instructions before installation

∎ Check the specifications section of this manual to determine correct carrier
machine sizing hydraulic pressure, and hydraulic flow requirements.
∎ should the hydraulic pressure and/or hydraulic flow be exceeded, the Breaker
warranty is not applied.
∎ Check the N2 gas in the back head and the accumulator.
∎ Be sure that the fluid in the hydraulic system is clean.
∎ Check the hydraulic filter, replace the filter if dirty or deteriorating, hose and
piping must be flushed.
∎ The contaminated part must be cleaned immediately Hydraulic oil is highly
recommended.
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The circuit relief setting pressure is not fixed. However, it will be adjusted
by pump capacity.
Recommended back pressure is 170 bar for all Skid-Pro Breakers.

(2) Inspecting and charging N2 gas into the back head
Reference https://youtu.be/Zm9UEYVsSSc for step-by-step instructional video.

∎ Charging gas pressure is prone to change according to the tool condition. Lay
down the Breaker and let the tool extend fully to charge gas.
∎ Stay clear of the tool while charging the Breaker with gas. The tool could
potentially be engaged by the piston and forced out abruptly.
∎ Be Cautious when the through bolts are changed or the Breaker body is
disassembled.
∎ Use special care to handle and store the N2 cylinder as it is a
highly-pressurized container
∎ Use N2 ONLY.
∎ See "Conversion table for charging N2 gas pressure to the back head"
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∎ Charging N2 gas into the back head

①

Remove gas valve plug

② Insert 3-way valve

③ If gas is insufficient, adjust to specified

with pressure gauge valve

④ Adjust the pressure
slowly by decreasing it

range

⑤ Tighten gas valve plug
(Do not cut O-ring)

through using the pressure
gauge if gas is sufficient.

∎ Insert 3-way valve AFTER its handle is fully turned counterclockwise.
∎ Turn the 3-way valve handle clockwise slowly. Stop turning it when the
needle of the gauge starts to move. If it is turned clockwise too tightly,
the valve may easily be damaged. Pay special attention to ensure that
the nitrogen gas is not charged excessively.
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Back head sticker symbol (Below) Appears on the back head charging valve
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(3) Inspecting and charging N2 gas into the accumulator

∎ Use special care to handle and store the N2 gas cylinder as it is a high
pressurized container.
∎ Use N2 gas ONLY.
∎ See "Conversion table for charging N2 gas pressure into the accumulator."
Precautions when charging N2 gas into the accumulator
- Be sure to use the 3-way valve assembly for charging N₂ gas.
- If charging gas leaks directly from the cylinder, the diaphragm/seal may have broken off.
- When charging N₂ gas to the accumulator, make sure that the accumulator body and cover are
fully tightened.
- Make sure that the cap and valve of the 3-way valve assembly are fully tightened.
- Remove the cap from the accumulator and tighten the charging valve fully.
- Check if O-rings are installed to the bushing. Remove the plug and screw in the bushing.
- Install the bushing to the 3-way valve assembly.
- Loosen the charging valve gradually. The charging pressure is indicated on the pressure gauge.
- Close the valve clockwise when the gas pressure is normal. When the gas pressure is
higher, repeat loosening and tightening the valve assembly. The pressure is lowered
gradually.
- Loosen the valve of the 3-way valve assembly to discharge N₂ gas in the 3-way valve assembly.
- Remove the 3-way valve assembly and tighten the plug and cap.
- Charge N₂ gas into the accumulator
- Connect the charging hose to N₂ gas cylinder after screwing in the adapter, nut
and installing to the N₂ gas cylinder.
- Connect the 3-way valve assembly to the charging hose after unscrewing the cap on the 3-way
valve assembly.
- Remove the cap from the accumulator and fully tighten the charging valve.
- Check if O-rings are installed to the bushing. Remove the plug and screw the bushing.
- Loosen the accumulator charging valve after checking if the bushing is installed to the 3-way
valve assembly.
- Turn the handle of the N₂ gas cylinder counterclockwise slowly to charge the gas.
- Charge the gas in accordance with the conversion table for charging N₂ gas pressure to
accumulator.
- Turn the handle of the N₂gas cylinder clockwise to close the valve.
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- Close the accumulator charging valve.
- Loosen the valve of the 3-way valve assembly to discharge the N₂gas remaining in the charging
hose.
- Remove the charging hose, 3-way valve assembly, bushing, and tighten the plug and cap.

Conversion table for charging N2 gas pressure into the accumulator
Ambient Temperature (℉)

Accumulator
gas pressure
psi

32

50

68

86

104

711

739

780

824

867

* Each specification is shown in the accumulator sticker below.

Accumulator sticker(A) symbol
Appears on the back-head charging valve

Accumulator sticker(B) symbol
Appears on the accumulator charging valve

Temperature (Max.)
Volume

175⁰F
0.78/1.33/1.48

Fill Material

Only N2 gas

Accumulator

780psi

Pre-charge Pressure

(at 68°F)
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(4) Hydraulic oil
∎ Selection of oil
- Selection of hydraulic oil determines the efficiency of the hydraulic Breaker's performance.
Alternative oils should be considered when used in special regions where climate is severe
(extremely cold/hot weather)

∎ Oil Contamination
- Contaminated oil results in malfunctions of the Breaker as well as the carrier machine and may
cause damage to parts. Pay special attention to oil contamination. Contaminated oil should be
changed without any delay. When changing oil, thoroughly wash oil tank, cylinder and Hoses.
Cleaning or replacing oil filter also requires check for oil contamination.
- Replacement of filter: Recommended after first 50 hours and every 100 hours thereafter.
- Replacement of hydraulic oil: Recommended every 500 hours.
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∎ Hydraulic oil temperature and viscosity
Do operate the hydraulic Breaker at oil temperatures from 20℃ / 68℉ to
80℃ / 176℉. Operation at higher temperatures can damage the internal
components of the Breaker and carrier machine, which will result in reduced
Breaker performance.

∎ Oil Contamination(General Analysis)

Analysis Item

Criteria

Causes and Effects when it exceeds the criteria

Adhesiveness rarely decreases solely because of

Adhesiveness

Within ±10%
40°C cst

hydraulic oil. Entry of different type of oil may reduce
the adhesiveness which can contribute to rising oil
temperature, wear of bearings, gears and efficacy of hydraulic
oil.
Prolonged use of lubricating oil under high temperature when
(higher than 60°C/140°F) will cause it to Oxidize. The oxidation

Oxidizing

Less than 0.3

level rises as oxidization as use proceed sand sludge will be

Level

(mg KOH/g)

produced during the process. This Leads to unsatisfactory
operation of the Breaker, erosion of metals or failure of seal
materials.

Moisture causes rust, wear and stretch. Moisture of
Moisture

Less than 0.1
(%)

1.3% will cause a considerable amount of rust.
A considerable amount of rust moisture of 0.5%
or more will cause damage to the machine.
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(5) Low temperature warm-up procedure
∎ After starting the excavator, warm-up the hydraulic system at engine idle until hydraulic lines are warm
to the touch.

∎ With the excavator at idle and the Breaker suspended in the air or with minimal down pressure, turn
on the Breaker to gradually warm up its internal components.

Down pressure is necessary any time that

the Breaker tool is in operation.

(6) Long term storage

Use the following procedure if storage of the Breaker is expected to be more
than 6 months.
∎ The piston protrudes out of the bottom of the cylinder when not in use, although it is inside the lower
body. There will still be exposure to the elements and could rust causing damage to internal components
when it is put back into service.

∎ Remove the chisel and discharge the N2 gas from the accumulator. Use the chisel to push the piston
inside the cylinder where it will be protected from the elements. Grease the lower end of the exposed
piston thoroughly. Also thoroughly coat the chisel, tool pins, stop pins and lower Bushings with grease.

∎ If hoses are attached to the Breaker, install plugs on the hose ends. If hoses are removed from the
Breaker, install plugs on the hose ends and install plugs in the Breaker "IN" and "OUT" ports.

∎ Store Breaker in a dry area under cover, if possible. It is best to store the Breaker in an area that has
a consistent temperature to help avoid water condensation which causes rust. Store the Breaker in a
vertical position. Do not store the Breaker horizontally for extended periods.

∎ If the Breaker has been laid horizontally for more than 6 months, check and/or replace all seals.
Check for corrosion of bolts before operation.
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4. Precautions for safe operation

■ Apply down force to the boom dipper until the front of the carrier machine is
raised off the ground. The Breaker is more efficient when adequate down force is
applied.

■ Relocate the Breaker often. The Breaker tool should be moved to a new
location anytime the tool penetrates but does not crack the material.

■ Do not break continuously in one place. Continuous penetration in the
same area for lengthy periods of time will create excessive temperatures.
This results in loss of temper(hardness) on the bit, which may cause
mushrooming of the bit's tip and lead to failure of the bit.

■ Do not pry with the bit and Breaker.

■ The contaminated part must be cleaned with no delay. Hydraulic oil or
light oil is highly recommended.
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∎

Proper position must be applied for an effective use of breaking force. When position is incorrect, the

blowing energy of the piston is too weak to break rocks. Instead, the blowing force applies shocks to the
Breaker body, tool and boom of the base machine, thereby resulting in damage to those parts.

∎

On the contrary, when position is excessive enough to break rocks with front of the base machine

raised, the machine may suddenly tilt forward the moment rocks are broken then the Breaker's body or
the end of bracket may violently hit against rocks and result in damage.
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∎

It is undesirable to carry out Breaking under the below condition, because vibrations during Breaking

may be transmitted to tracks of the base machine. During Breaking, however, proper position must be
always applied to the Breaker. Special care must be taken not to Breaker under abnormal condition.

∎ Apply same direction of boom force in line with the tool, and place the tool in the rock with Breaking
surface as vertical as possible. If Breaking surface is oblique, the tool may slip during Breaking. This causes
the tool to seize and to be broken and piston to be damaged. When using, fully stabilize the tool first
and then select the point of the rock on which Breaking can be performed in a stable condition.
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∎ Stop operation as soon as hoses vibrate excessively.
Excessive vibration of high and low-pressure hoses of Breaker calls for an instant disassembly and repair.
Contact SkidPro Attachments. For caution’s sake, check oil leakage at the back head. The operator is
required to pay attention to follow points during operation.

∎ Greasing
With Breaker mounted on carrier, apply down pressure on the tool and fill the cavity with
recommended grease through the grease nipple.

∎ When operating the breaker, you must use ear and body protection.
You must use ear and breathing protection when the breaker is operating.

∎ Accumulator type - Danger
Pay Attention to pressurized container! Do not open without reading the manual or consulting with
SkidPro Attachments.

∎ Do not touch tool while Breaker is working.
While the Breaker is working, high temperatures on the surface of the tool will be generated.
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∎ Do not continue to breaker for more than one minute.
When rocks are not broken after more than one minute of operation at the same point, change
the location. Extended operation at the same place causes the tool to wear out
excessively.
∎ Do not move rocks.
Avoid moving rocks with the side of the bracket. This is the primary factor that causes
broken bolts installed on the bracket and tool which will damage the boom and the arm.

∎ Do not use tool as a lever.
When breaking rocks by using tool as a lever, bolts and tool may be broken, too.
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∎ On a hard and large rock, start breaking from the edge.
Even a hard and big rock can be easily broken when Breaking begins at a crack or an edge.

∎ Operate at proper engine speed.
Break rocks at the specified engine speed. Raising engine speed more than necessary does not
strengthen breaking force but increases oil temperature to the detriment of pistons and valves.

∎ Do not operate the breaker in water and mud.
Do not operate the breaker when all components except tools are immersed in water and mud.
Piston and similar components may gather rust and become damaged prematurely.
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∎ Do not allow the breaker to fall to break a rock.
Bludgeoning with the breaker will apply excessive force to the breaker and/or the base of the machine
Which will cause damage.

∎ Warm up carrier machine engine prior to operation.
Especially in winter, the carrier machine engine should be warmed up for five to ten minutes
30°C~40°C(86°F~105°F) before breaker operation. Follow the carrier machine owner’s manual
to warm up the engine.

∎ Do not lift with the breaker.
Lifting materials with a hanging wire in the bracket or tool will not only cause damage to the
Breaker but also is very dangerous while operating.
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Blank Firing
To understand "Blank Firing", the operator needs to be aware that if the chisel is not pressed
against the work surface, the chisel will drop down in the lower body cavity far enough so
the piston cannot strike it. Blank firing occurs whenever the Breaker is operating, and the piston is
not able to strike the chisel solidly or not strike the chisel at all. Blank firing accelerates wear and
tear on Breaker and excavator components and may result in failure of one or more components.
Excessive blank firing may be considered equipment abuse and may result in voiding warranties.

Break-through or difficult surface contact results in blank firing when the material being broken
fractures and the chisel is no longer in "hard contact" with the material but is still pushed high
enough in the lower body cavity so that the piston can strike it. In this condition, the piston
strikes the chisel and the chisel, in turn, is driven against the tool pins because it is not in
sufficient contact with the material to be broken. The energy is absorbed by the tool pins, other
Breaker components, and the excavator boom components. Blank firing of this type can be
experienced in trench work where obtaining striking contact with the work surface is difficult or
the wrong chisel is used, or in flat rock work where the operator fails to stop operation of the
Breaker when slippage, fracturing or material break-through occurs.

Blank firing as a result of operator error occurs when the chisel is not in contact with the work
surface to be broken and can drop down in the lower body cavity so that the piston is
not able to strike it. Instead, the downward movement of the piston will be stopped by an
internal oil cushion located at the bottom of the pistons’ stroke and the energy of the piston will
be absorbed by Breaker components and excavator boom components. Blank firing of this type
can be experienced when the operator fails to stop operation of the Breaker when the material
fractures or material break-through occurs, or during re-positioning of the Breaker.

While blank firing cannot always be avoided, it can be kept to a minimum by avoiding the above
conditions as much as possible.
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5. Maintenance
(1) Daily Breaker inspection
Before starting operation, be sure to inspect the Breaker referring to the following table.
Inspection Item

Inspection Point

Remedy

Looseness, missing and
damaged bolts and nuts
∎ Through bolts
∎ Bracket mounting bolts

∎ Check looseness
∎ Retighten securely

∎ Hydraulic pipes for
Breaker oil hoses

∎ Retighten securely
∎ Replace seriously
damaged parts

Looseness of hose fittings,
visible damage to hoses
and oil leakage

Abnormal oil leakage
∎ Connections of back
head and cylinder
∎ Clearance between
front head & tool
(But small leakage is
normal from front
head)

∎ Please Call SkidPro Attachments
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Inspection Item

Inspection Point

Remedy

Abnormal wear and crack
on tool

Greasing

∎ Tool

∎ Deformed, burred and
worn out tool should
be repaired.
∎ Excessively worn out tool
needs to be replaced.

∎ Grease at start & every
2 ~ 3 hours using
the grease pump.
∎ Pump 5~10 times
(Greasing position and
method shown at left.)
∎ When greasing, press
the tool against the
ground.

∎ Grease front head

∎ Conditions of
hydraulic Oil

∎ Contamination of
hydraulic oil occurs due to
operating conditions.
The oil color tells the level
of contamination.
∎ Criteria for judging
contamination is
specifically set by
your carrier manufacturer.
∎ When contamination is
excessive, drain and
flush the hydraulic oil
tank and fill it with
a new oil.

∎ Rubber plugs
∎ Snap rings

∎ A seriously damaged
part must be replaced.

Level and contamination
of hydraulic oil

Missing rubber plugs and
snap rings
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(2) Torque Specifications & Gas Pressure

Model

Part

Unit

SP-750

A

ft-lbs

84~93

B

ft-lbs

132~143

C

ft-lbs

100

D

ft-lbs

33

E

ft-lbs

132

F

(psi)

(235)

Air check valve

G

ft-lbs

35~40

Valve adjust nut

H

ft-lbs

66~77

Adapter

I

ft-lbs

35~40

Charging valve

F

ft-lbs

77~88

Hex head plug

J

ft-lbs

7~9

Item
Through bolt nut
Accumulator body
socket bolt
Accumulator cover
socket bolt
Accumulator
cap & plug
Side bolt
Back head
gas pressure

Greasing every 1hr

CC

using(manual)

(Metric)

20
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(3) Regular Breaker inspection and maintenance
Regular inspection is essential for keeping the hydraulic Breaker operating in its best condition.

(4) Replacement of tool
Reference https://youtu.be/Zm9UEYVsSSc for step-by-step instructional video.
Tool deformation can be caused by burrs over long-term use.
When the tool’s tip is worn out, tool is liable to slip.
Sharpen the tool tip. Grinding the tool tip to sharpen the
Edge repeatedly, will make the heat-treated tempered
surface layer disappear and will wear out the tool rapidly.
In this case, replace with a new tool. If the gap
between the tool and the lower Bushings becomes
large, the piston will fail to fit into the tool resulting
in damage. When the gap is over 9mm,
replace the upper Bushings together with the tool.
∎ Replacement Order
- Remove the snap-ring and the tool pin in order with a
foot-long steel bar. When reassembling, align
groove in the tool to the tool pin hole and insert tool pin.
- Reverse disassembly procedures to install the replacement
tool. Before installing a new tool, check each part for wear,
breakage, scores, etc. Remove burrs and swellings on each
tool pin, apply a coat of grease to moving and high friction
areas of the tool pin and tool, and finally install the tool.
Excessively deformed tool pins will make a difficult replacement
of the tool. Therefore, tool pins are required to be checked
every 100 to 150 hours of operation.
- If replacement tool is not a genuine part, we do
NOT WARRANTY the performance of the other parts of the Breaker
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(5) Tool claim judgment criteria
SkidPro Attachments Breaker tools are manufactured through a process of strict manufacturing and quality
control, from the receipt of materials through processing, heat- treatment to post-treatment. Tool materials
are well stored and managed as to enable quality record tracing throughout normal chisel life span, right
from delivery. However, apart from the tool quality, tool operating life may vary significantly according to
operating conditions and methodology, or according to the type of material worked on, making it difficult
to guarantee a standard operating life.

Hence, to help users use our products correctly, and ensure long

operating life, these claim judgment criteria present defect examples that can occur during use, and the
disposition standards applicable in various cases.

3

Breakage of piston impact area or tool pins contact corners. <Fig.1>
Breakage of the piston striking point or the tool pins
contact corners is extremely rare. This phenomenon occurs
when striking force is being concentrated on the tool
corners due to unsatisfactory flatness of piston and the
tool's impacting point. If such defect occurs, affected tools
may not be accepted under warranty claim.
② Plastic deformation of the piston's impact area.<Fig.2>
The possibility of tool tip plastic deformation occurs when
the piston is extremely slim. Such defects may occur due
to material strength deficiency (or brittleness) resulting
from unsatisfactory heat-treatment. If such defect occurs,
<Fig. 2>

affected products may be accepted under warranty.
③ Tool tip wear<Fig.3>
The rates and types of tool tip wear vary with work
method. If the diameter of the worn tip of a chisel
point tool is less than 2/3 of the tool body diameter,
as shown in <Fig.3> : and if the tip of a new pointed
tool is worn down in excess of 50mm lengthwise from
the tip, this is considered normal tool wear.
Hence, tools exhibiting such normal wear, as shown in
<Fig.3>, will be rejected warranty claim.
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④ Breakage inside basic line<Fig.4>
Tool breakage should occur in any direction at a point inside the lower Bushings, as shown in <Fig.4>,
this may be due to defective material, defective heat-treatment, tool deformation, or unsatisfactory shaping
of tool neck.. If such defects occur, affected tools may be accepted under warranty. In addition to the
causes described above, product breakage inside the basic line may also occur
if the interval between the thrust Bushings and tool widens due to excessive wear of lower Bushings,
coupled with excessive bending load being applied to the Breaker.
If any trace of seizure, caused by friction between the upper Bushings and tool, is observed on the
surface of the tool, and if it is clear that the tool breakage is centered around the area of such
seizure, affected products may be rejected warranty claim.

<Fig. 4>

⑤ Crushing of tool tip<Fig.5>
Breaker tools are heat-treated to exhibit high resistance to breakage and wear resistance and defects
such as crushing of the tool tip are not to be expected under normal operating conditions.
However, if a tool is operating continuously for a long period of time without crushing or
puncturing the material being worked on, and being on plastic deformation (crushing), rather than
wear. As explained above, crushing of the tool tip is caused by improper working methods, and
therefore, affected products will be rejected warranty claim.

<Fig. 5>
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⑥ Breakage outside basic line.<Fig.6~8>
Tool breakage should occur at a point outside the lower Bushings, as shown in <Fig.6>, this may be due
to excessive bending load being applied to the tool. Such bending load occurs after the tool has been
inserted into the material, the tool is pulled or pushed, or when the tool is struck and pushed when it is
not perfectly perpendicular to the surface of the material being worked on.
Fractures, in general, are the forms shown in, <Fig.7> Fatigue breakage, of the clamshell form, develops
in the areas may breakage start points, caused by stress concentration resulting from bending loads, and
then quickly radiates outward. Such type of breakage may also occur due to scarring of chisel body during
use. As breakage occurring outside the basic line shall not be accepted to warranty claim.
However, if a fatigue fracture's starting point occur within the tool, instead on the surface of the chisel as
shown in <Fig.8>, affected products will be accepted to warranty claim, as such breakage indicates material
defect.

<Fig. 6>
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6. Wear Tolerance
Usage exceeding the wear tolerance causes fatal damage to Breaker. Prevent the damage through regular
inspection and replacement of consumable parts including seals and all kinds of Bushings.

(1) Upper Bushings & Lower Bushings

Model

Inside diameter
of New (in)

Inside diameter
of Reject (in)

SP-750

2.678”

2.756”

*** As the tolerance is very tight
please use calipers to measure***
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(2) Tool pin & Stop pin & Bush pin
Tool pin
Model

Stop pin

Bush pin

Length of
New (in)

Length of
Reject (in)

Outside
diameter of
New (in)

Outside
diameter of
Reject (in)

Outside
diameter of
New (in)

Outside
diameter of
Reject (in)

1.496”

1.417”

0.63”

0.551”

0.63”

0.551”

SP-750

(3)
Chisel
Model

Length of New
(in)

Length of
Reject (in)

H350

16.732”

9.843”

(4) Seal & O-ring
Quality guaranteed period is 3 months.
Since hydraulic Breaker operates at high-pressure and high-temperature, leakage or scratch can occur by
friction, wear or breakage of seals. Considering pressure, temperature, viscosity of oil,
some leakage is accepted to be normal. But in case of abnormal leakage, replace seals with new ones.
To prevent fatal defect periodic replacement should be carried out every 3 months without external
leakage of Breaker. Although the Breaker is not operated in a long time, replace seals periodically to
prevent rust, corrosion of oil and transformation of seals.
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7. Trouble Shooting Guide
(1) Problems in operation
If the Breaker does not work or blow frequency and blow power deteriorate, check the
Hydraulics and then inspect according to the following order.

Symptom

Cause

Required action

∎ Excessive back head gas pressure

∎ Re-adjust N2-gas pressure

∎ Stop valve closed
No
blow out

∎ Open stop valve

∎ Lack of hydraulic oil

∎ Fill hydraulic oil

∎ Wrong adjustment of pressure

∎ Tighten or replace

reducing valve

∎ Replace back head o-ring, or

∎ Faulty hydraulic hose connection

step seal of seal retainer

∎ Oil back head infection
∎ Line leakage or blockage

∎ Check lines

∎ Clogged tank return line filter

∎ Wash filter, or replace

∎ Lack of hydraulic oil

∎ Fill hydraulic oil

∎ Hydraulic oil contamination, or
Low

∎ Replace hydraulic oil, rinse tank

heat deterioration

impact

∎ Poor main pump performance

power

∎ Back head N2-gas low

and replace hydraulic oil inside lines
∎ Call an authorized service man
∎ Refill nitrogen gas

∎ Low flow rate by mis-adjustment
off low control pressure reduction valve
∎ Tool out of range for blowing

∎ Re-adjust reduction valve
∎ push down Tool by carrier machine
operation

position

Irregular
impact

∎ Low accumulator gas pressure

∎ Refill N2-gas

∎ Bad piston or valve sliding surface

∎ Call an SkidPro Attachments.

∎ Piston moves down/up to blank

∎ Push down tool by carrier machine

blow Breaker chamber
Gas
leakage
Oil leakage

operation

∎ O-ring damage in related parts

∎ Replace relevant O-ring

∎ Cylinder seal kit worn

∎ Replace seal kit
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Pressure
line
vibration

∎ Accumulator gas leakage

∎ Replace o-ring, or refill N2-gas

∎ Accumulator diaphragm damage

∎ Replace diaphragm

∎ Tool diameter incorrect

∎ Replace tool with genuine

∎ Tool and pin jammed from tool
Bad tool
movement

replacement parts

retainer pin wear

∎ Smoothen rough surface of tool

∎ Jammed lower Bushings and tool

∎ Smoothen rough surface of lower

Deformed tool and piston contact

bush interior

area

∎ Replace tool

(2) Gas leakage
Trouble

Gas leakage from the
top of charging valve

Gas leakage between
charging valve and
back head

Gas leakage between
cylinder and back head

Cause

∎ Defective or damaged
charging valve

Remedy

∎ Repair or replace
charging valve

∎ Defective o-ring in
charging valve

∎ Replace

∎ Charging valve loose in

∎ Re-tighten

back head

∎ Defective o-ring in back
head

∎ Replace

∎ Defective gas seal in seal
retainer
Gas leakage
from drain plug hole

∎ Defective step seal in
seal retainer

∎ Repair or replace seal
retainer and piston

∎ Seizing of piston and
seal retainer
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(3) Oil leakage
Check the following points listed in the chart below. The user can check the marked points before calling
SkidPro Attachments.

Area of oil leakage

Condition

Causes & Remedies

A

Between the tool and
lower Bushings

∎ A large amount of oil
is leaking
∎ Check if it is coming
from oil or grease

B

Surface of Breaker

∎ Oil leaking from the
hose and flange
adapter portion

∎ Loose Breaker hoses
and bolts
∎ Retighten

C

Valve housing bolts and
cap bolts

∎ Oil leakage from
reassembly of valve
after overhaul

∎ Residual from assembly
lubrication oil &
anti-rust oil applied

∎ Oil leakage from
reassembly of Breaker
after overhaul

∎ Clean oil
∎ Check that seal is
damaged.
∎ Loosen bolts
∎ Replace with new seal

∎ Oil leakage
∎ Oil leaks again

∎
∎
∎
∎

∎ Oil is leaking

∎ Loose plugs
assembled on the
surface of cylinder
∎ Retighten
∎ Replace damaged
seals

D

E

F

Between main valve
and surface of cylinder

Between cylinder and
back head

Between cylinder and
front head

∎ Seals damaged
∎ Replace

Loose tie rod nuts
Damaged O-ring
Retighten
Replace
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8. Mounting Bolt Patterns
SP-750

Model

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

SP-750

16.732

12.205

2.362

4.573

4.139

4.528

1.181

0.984

2.992

4.252

2.992

0.866
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9. Warranty Policy
(1) The Terms of Warranty
The Warranty provided by SkidPro Attachments hereunder shall extend for a period of 12 Months from
the date of ship to the client, as determined by the date of the BOL (Bill of Lading).

(2) The Contents of Warranty
∎ All delivered products will be checked for defects by client for damage or missing parts to assure
performance upon arrival. The client must inform SkidPro Attachments with a written claim or phone call
on any missing or damaged parts with detailed photo cuts and user's comment within 15 Days after
receipt of products. If not, SkidPro Attachments will not take the responsibility on claim.
∎ Damage occurred by transportation shall be claimed by SkidPro Attachmetns directly to the
transportation company. SkidPro Attachments will not warrant any damage that is occurred by incorrect
or careless handling, excessive stress, normal wear and tear or similar cases not due to faults of SkidPro
Attachments.
∎ Warranty Claim Report has to include the following information
①

Model and Serial No. of the Hydraulic Breaker, Date of Delivery & Installation

②

Operating Hours & Detail of Defect & Conditions of operation

③

Detailed photos are necessary to study the claim by SkidPro Attachments engineers.

(3) Warranty Compensation
∎ SkidPro Attachments reserves the right to remedy issues that are valid warranty claims. Warranty is valid
for the premature failure of parts and any craftsmanship flaws which lead to premature failure.
SkidPro Attachments will remedy warranty claims as follows;
1.) Replacement Parts will be sent to client
2.) Standard 3-day Ground shipment included as standard warranty.

Client can pay to expedite

shipping but expedited shipping fees will not be covered by SkidPro Attachment
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∎ Warranty remedy will be determined by SkidPro Attachments.

SkidPro Attachments will make its best

efforts to settle any claim made by the client in the shortest amount of time.
-

Information found to be untruthful or misleading with the end result of defrauding SkidPro
Attachments will void any further warranty and client assumes responsibility for legal
ramifications to follow.

(4) No Cover Wearing Parts such as below
Warranty shall not be applied to the consumable parts, except in the event that the problem was caused
by fault of the manufacturer.

Non warrantied parts will include…

∎ All working tools such as moil point, wedge chisel, etc
∎ All seals and rubber components
∎ bushings and pins
∎ bolts and plugs

(5) The below-mentioned cause shall be excluded from the warranty service.
∎ Omission of [Warranty Claim Report]
∎ Elapsed time of warranty period or report period
∎ Operation faults, mistake, misuse by users
∎ Due to the misusing of unauthorized spare parts
∎ All wearing parts mentioned in No.3 above
∎ Any warranty claim made with untruthful information

(6) Warranty Period on Spare Parts (The criteria is sales date to final customer)
∎ 12 months : cylinder, piston, back head, front head, valves, seal retainer, accumulator
(horizontal piston crack by scratch is out of warranty)
∎ 6 months :

upper Bushings, lower Bushings, bracket (welding crack only)
through bolt & side bolt (crack in the middle only, excluding damage on thread)

∎ 1 month : any leakage, scratch on piston and cylinder and cylinder

* Any part which are not mentioned above are to be excluded for warranty.
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PO BOX 982

Alexandria, MN
56308
Phone: 877-378-4642
FAX: 320-759-1057
www.skidpro.com
sales@skidpro.com
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